
January 31, 2022

Dr. Lindsay A. Martin
Coordinator, Minor in Professional Writing
The Ohio State University, Department of English
164 Annie & John Glenn Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210

Dear Dr. Martin:

I am writing to express my interest in the Minor in Professional Writing internship program
for the Fall of 2022. Through coursework at Ohio State and hands-on internship
experience, I learned how to fine tune my writing skills that range from research and
media-writing to long form articles about creative work. My diverse skill set and
hard-working attitude would be an asset to any Central Ohio employer.

My first writing sample is a press release that educates the public about a new Executive
Order from President Biden and new regulations released by the White House Council on
Environmental Quality. The skills demonstrated in this piece could be used when I
contribute to media production and communication in your workplace.

My second writing sample is an emergent media plan written for Ohio Sea Grant and Stone
Lab. With a group of peers, I conducted research on the best ways to grow OSGSL’s social
media presence and audience interaction in order to educate about plastic waste. The skills
demonstrated in this piece could be used in future memo’s for your workplace. It also
shows how I will communicate research in an accessible manner.

My final sample is a review of the book Keeping Lucy by T. Greenwood written in the
style of an NPR review to persuade the audience to read the book. In this piece I
demonstrate my ability to communicate the larger social context and thematic elements of a
body of work. It also shows both my ability to write critically about personal opinions.
Skills used in this piece could be used to contribute to any writing style needed in your
workplace because it shows how I can match writing styles needed for different formats
and mediums.

This portfolio represents the wide range of my professional writing abilities. Each piece
demonstrates an understanding of context and audience, creating a strong sense of
rhetorical purpose. I look forward to speaking with you further about my qualifications and
how my skills fit into this internship program.

Thanks in advance for your consideration,



 
   

September 7, 2022 

Dr. Lindsay A. Martin 

Program Coordinator, Minor in Professional Writing 

411 Denney Hall 164 Annie & John Glenn Ave. 

Columbus, OH 43210 

Dear Dr. Martin: 

I am writing to apply for placement in the capstone internship in the Minor in Professional Writing. 

My coursework and workplace experience have helped to make me both ready and eager to join a 

workplace. I have included three writing samples in my portfolio that demonstrate the range of my 

writing abilities. During this internship I look forward to using my writing skills to promote or 

market any project, whether it be a political issue or a product, allowing me to contribute to a 

Columbus-area workplace. 

The first writing sample is an excerpt of a longer marketing proposal I wrote in a group for the Ohio 

Sea Grant and Stone Lab to promote their Plastic-Free Great Lakes initiative. While the longer 

proposal included an entire marketing plan including social media scheduling and user-testing, this 

excerpt displays an eye-catching infographic and poster that were created with photo editing 

software. We had to find a balance between showing our interest in the mission while also creating 

effective and engaging professional written material, and the document overall proves my ability to 

employ moving rhetoric for a specific issue in both written and visual forms.  

The second writing sample, a movie review of the film Good Time, is a piece I wrote for a 

professional writing course in the style of a RogerEbert.com review. I wrote the review for viewers 

who had not seen the film yet, attempting to convince them to watch it while also providing an 

analysis of the film and its themes. Through this review, I displayed my ability to write passionately 

about something I take interest in using formal structure. I also critically approached and analyzed a 

complex piece of art and its subtext in a way that remained accessible and intriguing, balancing the 

amount of detail I revealed so that the viewer still wants to watch the film. As an intern, I will draw 

on these skills in storytelling and analysis when I am crafting creative marketing strategies.  

The third writing sample is a set of social media posts I wrote for Gateway Film Center’s 

Hitchcocktober event. My main objective for creating these posts was generating buzz and 

excitement for a somewhat niche event happening locally. Not only did I advertise effectively 

through the use of suspenseful and on-theme language, but I also adapted to the different formats 

and customs of each various social media site. I specifically tailored the tone, formatting, and theme 

of each separate post so that it would both fit in and effectively serve its purpose on each separate 

platform. This sample displays my ability to create a wide range of effective marketing material.  

I am confident in my ability to write effectively in a varying range of situations and contexts, and I 

think that my writing portfolio is evidence of my readiness to join a Columbus-based workplace. I 

would appreciate the opportunity to discuss my samples and qualifications further and answer any 

questions you may have. Thank you for your time and consideration.  

Sincerely, 
 












